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INFORMATION

Established: 1919
Corporate Members: 100

Individual Members: 1,500
Office personnel: 20

Objective(s): Advance the arts and science and research of refrigeration, heating and air-conditioning.
Promote the international relationship between technicians and scientists working in the same field.
Conduct joint research projects.

Publications
- DKV-Forschungsberichte (Research-Reports)
- DKV-Statusberichte (Status-Reports)
- DKV-Tagungsbände (Conference-Proceedings)
- DKV-Bildungsatlas (Education-Atlas)
- NiM-DKV (Newsletter)

Conferences
- National Seminars; 3 International Conferences

International Contacts
- ASHRAE
- IIR/IIF
- JSRAE
- KNVVK
- OKKV
- SVK

Organization
- 16 Sections, 5 Technical Sections, 4 Student Branches